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Although the general theory macroscopic quantum entanglement of is still in its infancy, consideration of the matter in 
the framework of action-at-a distance electrodynamics predicts for the random dissipative processes observability of the 
advanced nonlocal correlations (time reversal causality). These correlations were really revealed in our previous 
experiments with some large-scale heliogeophysical processes as the source ones and the lab detectors as the probe ones. 
Recently a new experiment has been performing on the base of Baikal Deep Water Neutrino Observatory. The thick 
water layer is an excellent shield against any local impacts on the detectors. The first annual series 2012/2013 has 
demonstrated that detector signals respond to the heliogeophysical (external) processes and causal connection of the 
signals directed downwards: from the Earth surface to the Baikal floor. But this nonlocal connection proved to be in 
reverse time. In addition advanced nonlocal correlation of the detector signal with the regional source-process: the 
random component of hydrological activity in the upper layer was revealed and the possibility of its forecast on nonlocal 
correlations was demonstrated. But the strongest macroscopic nonlocal correlations are observed at extremely low 
frequencies, that is at periods of several months. Therefore the above results should be verified in a longer experiment. 
We verify them by data of the second annual series 2013/2014 of the Baikal experiment. All the results have been 
confirmed, although some quantitative parameters of correlations and time reversal causal links turned out different due 
to nonstationarity of the source-processes. A new result is displaying of the advanced response of nonlocal correlation 
detector to the earthquake. This opens up the prospect of the earthquake forecast on the new physical principle, although 
further confirmation in the next events is certainly needed. The continuation of the Baikal experiment with expanded 
program is burning. 
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1. Introduction 
According to the principle of weak causality [1], for the 
unknown quantum states (or, in other terms, for the 
random processes) advanced nonlocal correlations 
through a timelike interval and hence time reversal 
causality are possible. Such a time reversal approach 
provides uniform interpretation of the experiments on 
observation of the advanced correlation in teleportation 
[2], in entanglement swapping (which is teleportation of 
entanglement) [3, 4], and in some simple (basically) 
experiments with quantum interference [5]. On the other 
hand, more and more attention is drawn to the problem 
of macroscopic nonlocal correlations (e.g., [4]). 
Although strict theory of macroscopic nonlocality 
intriguing phenomenon is still in its infancy, it is known 
that rather universal means to create and maintain 
natural entanglement, including the macroscopic scale at 
the finite temperature, is dissipation [7-11]. It bridges 
the recent research with the early works of Kozyrev, 
who likely was the first to observe macroscopic 
entanglement of the dissipative processes [12]. Further 
such strange time reversal causality might be found in 
the nonlocally correlated random dissipative processes 
at macroscopic level too. Indeed in the large series of 
experiments advanced correlations between large-scale 
natural random dissipative processes and probe-
processes in the detectors were revealed, nonlocal nature 
of the correlation had been proven by violation of Bell-
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like inequality, and time reversal causality had been 
proven by formal causal analysis [13-21]. Moreover the 
method of forecasting of the large-scale 
heliogeophysical processes on macroscopic nonlocal 
correlations had suggested and successfully tested [22-
26]. 
However these experiments are rather difficult 
because all known local impacts influencing the probe 
process in the detector, namely, temperature, pressure, 
electromagnetic field field, etc. must be excluded 
technically or/and mathematically. Therewith the 
strongest macroscopic nonlocal correlations are 
observed at extremely low frequencies, (at periods of 
several months), that is the long-terms experiments are 
necessary. Therefore we have to maintain very stable 
conditions in the nonlocal correlation detectors during 
very long time. It is extremely difficult in a usual 
laboratory. For example a passive thermostatting works 
well only at relatively short periods (while an active one 
is unfit because it brings the interference). 
To overcome these difficulties a new experiment 
has begun on the base of Baikal Deep Water Neutrino 
Observatory. Baikal is the deepest lake in the World and 
its thick water layer is an excellent shield against the 
classical local impacts. In particular, the temperature 
near the floor is constant up to 0.01 K. The first annual 
series 2012/2013 has demonstrated that detector signals 
respond to the heliogeophysical (external) processes and 
causal connection of the signals directed downwards: 
from the Earth surface to Baikal floor. But this nonlocal 
connection proved to be in reverse time. In addition 
advanced nonlocal correlation of the detector signal with 
the regional source-process: the random component of 
hydrological activity in the upper layer was revealed and 
the possibility of its forecast on nonlocal correlations 
was demonstrated [27]. But since the typical periods are 
large, the experiment needs to be continued. In 
2013/2014 the second annual measurement series with 
the modified setup has been obtained. In the current 
article we present the results of this second stage of the 
experiments and compare them with the first one. In 
addition a new result concerning the advanced response 
of nonlocal correlation detector to the earthquake is 
presented. 
In Sec. 2 we consider shortly statement of the 
problem. The experiment is described in Sec. 3. The 
results are presented and discussed in Se. 4. We 
conclude in Sec. 4. 
2. Statement of the problem 
Theoretically quanta advanced correlations appear 
from different reasoning (e.g. [2, 5, 28]). We lean upon 
approach based on action-at-a-distance electrodynamics 
[1, 29, 30]. This theory considers the direct particle field 
as superposition of the retarded and advanced ones. The 
advanced field is unobservable and manifests itself only 
via radiation damping, which can be related with the 
entropy production [16, 26]. Any dissipative process is 
ultimately related with the radiation damping and 
therefore the advanced field (together with the retarded 
one) connects the dissipative processes. On the basis of 
all experimental data and theoretical considerations the 
following heuristic equation of macroscopic 
entanglement was suggested [14, 16, 19, 26]: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )22 2, ' ' .d s tS t v t t dVσ δ= − −∫ r rrɺɺ  (1) 
It relates ( )dS tɺ  –  the entropy production per particle in 
a probe process located in coordinate origin  (that is a 
detector) with ( ), 's trɺ –  the density of total entropy 
production in sources. Here 3'dV vdt d= r  is 4-
dimensional volume element of sources (analogous to 
that in special theory of relativity with c v≡ ), σ is a 
cross section of transaction (it is of an atom order and 
goes to zero in the classical limit): 4 2 4/
e
m eσ ≈ ℏ , me is 
the electron mass, e is the elementary charge. Theδ -
function shows that the processes are correlated with 
symmetric retardation and advancement. The 
propagation velocity v for diffusion entanglement 
swapping can be very small. Accordingly, the 
retardation and advancement can be very large.  
In general, Eq. (1) presents compact version of 
more intuitive empirical relation, which is directly 
suggested by all experiments carried out so far: 
( ) ( ) ( )3 32 2, ,2 2d
s t v s t v
S t d dσ σ
+ −
= +∫ ∫
r r r r
r r
r r
ɺ ɺ
ɺ
. (2) 
Mathematically eq. (1) and (2) are equivalent. Eq. 
(2) however expresses the proposed meaning more 
explicitly: a detector responds to an entropy production 
in source with symmetric retardation and advancement 
in time equal to vr . We expect both advanced and 
retarded responses for highly random source processes, 
for "manually" controlled sources one naturally expects 
only retarded response (see more details in [26]). 
Historically we got used to present the discussed 
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equation in its former version due to compactness. In 
order to avoid possible confusions we would like to 
notice here also that in our previous publications (e.g. 
[13-27]) under dV  by default we were assuming 4-
dimensional volume element similar to the cited above.  
Also one implicit assumption in (1)-(2) is that the 
rate of entropy change is the same for source and 
detector. From empirical data this is not necessarily the 
case (see e.g. fig. 9 below - detector entropy growth 
caused presumably by the earthquake was lasting over 
many days). One may easily account such a rate 
difference simply by rescaling the time argument (1) by 
some constant, which may in turn depend on the setup. 
However, we do not introduce such a correction so far 
due to ambiguity of reasons of such a rate difference: it 
could be either a true inherent primary feature of 
elementary entropy exchange or just a secondary effect 
due to entropy "re-radiation" by ambient and intra-
detector medium. And another important property of 
(1)-(2) is their ability to satisfy total entropy 
conservation during its transfer from a source to 
detector. One can easily see this by noticing that an 
absorbing particle is "viewed" by point entropy source 
under the solid angle 2σ∆Ω = r . For the precise 
conservation an additional normalization factor 4pi  is 
actually needed. However, due to very high 
experimental uncertainties and setup dependence in the 
overall normalization of the r.h.s., we do not specify this 
normalization constant at such a detailed level yet. 
Eq. (1) was tested theoretically (for the spin gas 
model [31]) [25, 26] and experimentally with electrode, 
photocathode and ion mobility detectors (under 
condition of small absorption by the intermediate 
medium) [16, 19, 26]. 
It should be noted that Eq. (1) does not take into 
account the absorption by the intermediate medium. Its 
influence, however, is very peculiar. Although the 
equations of action-at-a-distance electrodynamics are 
time symmetric, the fundamental time asymmetry is 
represented by the absorption efficiency asymmetry: the 
absorption of retarded field is perfect, while the 
absorption of advanced one must be imperfect [15, 20, 
25, 30]. It leads to the fact, that level of advanced 
correlation through a screening medium may exceed the 
retarded one. In addition, if this correlation asymmetry 
is not too large, the third, apparent instantaneous (quasi-
synchronous) correlation may exist as a result of 
advanced/retarded signal interference [1, 29]. 
So the experimental problem is to establish 
correlation between the entropy variations in the probe- 
and source-processes under condition of suppression of 
all classical local impacts. The detector based on 
spontaneous variations of self-potentials of weakly 
polarized electrodes in an electrolyte proved to be the 
most reliable one. The theory of the electrode detector 
starts from self-consistent solution of the entropy 
production in the liquid phase. The entropy of 
distribution can be expressed in terms of full contact 
potential. From here one can get the expression of the 
entropy variation in terms of potential difference 
between a couple of electrodes, which is the detector 
signal [13, 14, 17, 20, 26]. 
The most prominent achievement of the previous 
experiments [13-27] was reliable detection of advanced 
macroscopic nonlocal correlations and experimental 
proof of time reversal causality for the random 
processes. The mathematical tool for this proof is causal 
analysis [26, 32], which recently plays also important 
role in theoretical studies of quantum information 
problems. Although the considered phenomenon is 
quantum, but in the experiment we deal with the 
classical output of measuring device and we can use 
simpler classical causal analysis. Generally, classical 
causal analysis can be used instead of more complicated 
quantum one if the conditional entropies are non-
negative. The kernel of the method is as follows. For 
any variables X and Y several parameters of their 
interrelation can be defined in terms of Shannon 
marginal S(X), S(Y) and conditional S(X|Y), S(Y|X) 
entropies. The most important are the independence 
functions: 
 | |
( | ) ( | )
,  ,  0 1.( ) ( )Y X X Y
S Y X S X Yi i i
S Y S X
= = ≤ ≤  (2) 
Roughly saying, the independence functions behave 
inversely to module of correlation one. But they 
characterize one-way correlations, which are asymmetric 
for causally related variables. In addition they work 
equally well for linear or any nonlinear relations. Next 
the causality function γ is considered: 
 
 0 .Y|X
X |Y
i
,
i
γ γ= ≤ < ∞  (3) 
By definition X is the cause and Y is the effect if γ<1. 
And inversely, Y is the cause and X is the effect of γ>1. 
On theoretical and plenty of experimental examples it 
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had been shown that such a formal approach to causality 
did not contradict its intuitive understanding in the 
simple situations and could be fruitfully used in 
complicated ones. In terms of γ the principle of classical 
causality is formulated as follows: 
 1 0,  1 0,  1 0,γ τ γ τ γ τ< ⇒ > > ⇒ < → ⇒ →  (4) 
where τ  is time shift of Y relative to X. Only in case of 
nonlocal correlation one can observe violation of this 
principle. It is just the case of weak causality [1], which 
does not obey the combination of inequalities of axiom 
(4). 
3. Experimental setup 
The Baikal experiment has been carried out since 
2012. The experiment aims, first, study of nonlocal 
correlation between the detectors at different horizons in 
the lake and spaced at 4200 km lab detector in Troitsk, 
and second, study of correlations of detector signals 
with the natural dissipative source-processes with big 
random component. 
The experimental setup is deployed at site ϕ = 
51°.721 N, λ = 104°.416 E. The site depth is 1367 m. 
The first of the annual series 2012/2013 was, essentially, 
a test experiment, so for the second annual series 
2013/2014 the setup configuration was slightly modified 
to improve setup’s reliability and to increase detector 
spacing. For this reason we can not obtain two-year 
series yet and in Sec. 3 we consider results of the second 
one-year series in a brief comparison with the 
corresponding results of the first one, presented in detail 
in Ref. [27]. 
In Figure1 the scheme of Baikal Deep Water Setup 
is shown. The bottom detector is set at the depth 1337 
m, the top one is set at the depth 47 m. Both the 
detectors represent a couple of high quality weakly 
polarized AgClAg electrodes HD-5.519.00 with 
practically zero separation. These electrodes were 
originally designed for high precision measurements of 
the weak electric fields in the ocean, and they are best in 
the World by their self-potential insensitivity to the 
environmental conditions. The signal are measured and 
stored in the electronics unit set at the depth 20 m. The 
sampling rate is 10 s
. 
 The calibration and zero control 
are done automatically daily. The relative error of 
measurements is less than 0.01%. In addition, the 
electronics unit contains the temperature and 
acceleration sensors. The setup is fixed by the heavy 
anchor on the floor and by the drowned buoy at the 
depth 15 m. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Baikal Deep Water Setup (1 – anchor; 2 – cable; 3 – 
electronics unit, acceleration and temperature sensors; 4 – buoy rope; 
5 – buoy; I, II – top electrode detector; III, IV – bottom electrode 
detector). 
 
The setup is designed to be operated autonomically 
for a year. For the second annual series it was installed 
from the ice in March, 2013. In March, 2014 the setup 
was lifted on the ice for data reading and battery 
changing and then it was installed again for the next 
year. It is known that the strongest macroscopic nonlocal 
correlations are observed at the long periods. Therefore 
our experiment is planed for several years with the 
possible expansion of the program. 
Data were processed by the methods of spectral, 
causal and also usual correlation analysis. 
4. Results 
From the classical standpoint the detector signals 
must be uncorrelated noises. But it is not the case. In 
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Figure 2 the normalized amplitude spectra of the bottom 
detector Ub, top one Ut and far distant Troitsk lab one Ul 
are presented. The period range is from 10 to 220 days 
(d). It is seen that at the longest periods the spectra are 
similar. We observe in all the detectors the solar 
intermittent variation at about 140 d (this is strong solar 
X-ray variation with big random component [33], which 
is known by satellite data only, because X-ray radiation 
is fully absorbed in the upper atmosphere). But another 
solar variation with small random component (the split 
maxima around period of solar rotation 27 d) is 
considerable only in the spectrum of the detector on the 
Earth surface Ul. It is also seen that spectrum of Ub more 
exactly corresponds to close Ut one than to distant Ul 
one. The best all spectra similarity is observed at the 
period range 145 > T > 46 d. In 2012/2013 series [27] 
the spectra were akin (of course, not in detail), the range 
of similarity was shifted to the longer periods (T > 77 
d). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Normalized amplitude spectra of the signals of bottom 
detector Ub, top one Ut and lab one Ul. 
 
For causal and correlation analysis we used 
broadband filtered data (145 > T > 46 d). Hereafter the 
relative errors of γ and iX|Y estimations are less than 
10%. In Figure 3 the results for the bottom Ub and top 
Ut detectors are presented. γ > 1 that is Ut is the cause 
and Ub is the effect. At τ > 0 we observe classically 
forbidden time reversal causality. It is just weak 
causality allowed only for the entangled states. The 
highest maximum of γ = 5.2 is at advancement 21 d . 
Each maximum of causality γ corresponds to minimum 
of independence iX|Y. The deepest minimum of iX|Y. = 
0.075 is at advancement 11 d, and it corresponds to 
maximal negative correlation function r = – 0.98 (but 
the latter is equal by module to the retarded one). There 
is approximate symmetry between the retardation (– 24 
d) and advancement (21 d) in the causal link Ut→ Ub, 
however the shapes of γ-maxima differ considerably. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Causal and correlation analysis of Ub (X) and Ut (Y). τ < 0 
corresponds to retardation of Ub relative Ut,, τ > 0 – to advancement. 
 
In Figure 4 the result of the same analysis of the 
top detector Ut and the distant one Ul  is presented. We 
observe γ > 1 that is Ul is a cause with respect to Ut,. 
The shapes of retarded and advanced γ-maxima are 
similar and as a result there is a quasi-synchronous γ-
maximum (τ ≈ 0). But again the highest maximum of γ = 
1.4 is advanced (τ = 29 d). The strongest correlation r = 
– 0.87 ± 0.01 is at larger advancement τ = 56 d (the 
correlation function reflects only linear relation; 
therefore positions of its extreme can considerably 
differ). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Causal and correlation analysis of Ut (X) and Ul (Y). τ < 0 
corresponds to retardation of Ut relative Ul,, τ > 0 – to advancement. 
 
And in Figure 5 causal analysis of the bottom 
detector Ub and distant one Ul is presented. Again Ul is a 
cause with respect to Ub, but prevailing of time reversal 
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causality is expressed much stronger: the advanced γ-
maximum is 2.1 times as higher as the retarded one. The 
highest max 6.2γ =  is at advancement 24 d. It exactly 
corresponds to the deepest |min 0.078X Yi = . There is 
also an obvious considerable time asymmetry in 
advanced/retarded time shifts of the all extreme. 
Therefore there is no a quasi-synchronous γ-maximum 
(although the modules of advanced and retarded 
correlation functions are practically equal (0.95)). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Causal and correlation analysis of Ub (X) and Ul (Y). τ < 0 
corresponds to retardation of Ub relative Ul,, τ > 0 – to advancement. 
 
Thus we may conclude that by data of three 
detectors the causal connection is directed downwards, 
from the Earth surface to the lake floor: Ul→Ut, Ul→Ub, 
Ut→Ub It is quite natural for the external 
heliogeophysical source-processes which by data of all 
previous studies [13-26] are the main processes 
entangled with spontaneous probe-processes in the 
detectors on the Earth surface, but this causality is time 
reversal: the effects appear before the causes! The same 
conclusion was made by 2012/2013 [27], there is only 
some quantitative difference owing to nonstationarity. 
The qualitative peculiarities are the same too, e.g. the 
link not separated by the water layer (Ul→Ut) 
demonstrates the relatively lowest γ. 
Note, that that the links Ul→Ut, Ul→Ub, Ut→Ub do 
not constitute a causal chain Ul→Ut→Ub: the values of τ 
are subadditive, because the connection is nonlocal. 
Among the closer, regional dissipative source-
processes with big random component the most obvious 
are water temperature variations. These variations occur 
in the rather thin subsurface layer (active layer in 
hydrological terms). So the temperature measured by the 
setup at the depth 20 m is just representative for them. 
Of course, we must keep in mind a possible classical 
local influence of the temperature variations on the 
electrode self-potentials according to the temperature 
coefficient of given electrode pairs (for our detectors it 
equals 0.04 mV/K). As the temperature amplitude 
strongly decays with the depth (the Ut detector is set 27 
m deeper than the t sensor) the spectral amplitude ratio 
Ut / t must be less than this value. In regard to Ub placed 
near Baikal Lake floor, it is absolutely reliable protected 
against classical temperature influence, while nonlocal 
influence may be suppressed too due to the screening by 
very thick water layer (greater than 1300 m). 
In Figure 6 the amplitude spectra (in absolute 
units) of both the detectors and temperature t in the 
active layer are presented. It is seen that at the long 
periods there is a certain similarity of the spectra Ut. and 
t. But their amplitude ratio proves to be much greater (of 
order 1 mV/K) than upper bound of a local influence 
(0.04 mV/K). It may be explained only by some nonlocal 
correlation. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Amplitude spectra of the bottom detector Ub, top one Ut 
and temperature t at the depth 20 m. 
 
Consider the results of causal and correlation 
analysis of Ut and t (Figure 7) with the same broadband 
filtration. We observe that t is a cause with respect to Ut 
with three (retarded, quasi-synchronous, and advanced) 
γ-maxima with exactly corresponding iX|Y-minima. The 
retarded and advanced γ-maxima are similar that implies 
appearance of the intermediate quasi-synchronous one. 
But again the highest max 1.5γ =  and the deepest 
|min 0.24X Yi =  are advanced (τ = 20 d). The 
corresponding advanced maximum of negative 
correlation function r = – 0.97 is exactly at the same τ 
(although r equals by module the retarded one). It is just 
manifestation of advanced nonlocal connection t→Ut. 
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Figure 7.  Causal and correlation analysis of Ut (X) and t (Y). τ < 0 
corresponds to retardation of Ut relative t,, τ > 0 – to advancement. 
 
We have applied to these data the forecasting 
algorithm based on computation of current (sliding) 
regression. This algorithm needs rather long training 
interval; hence we could test the forecast only by 
relatively short segment of the time series. The result is 
presented in Figure 8. The forecast curve showed in this 
figure is obtained by means of day by day forecast with 
fixed advancement τ = 20 d. The accuracy of the 
forecast is acceptable for all practical purposes. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.  The forecast test segment of the active layer temperature 
with advancement 20 days (1) as compared to the factual one (2). The 
ε is the standard deviation of forecast and actual curves. 
 
The results concerning nonlocal connection t→Ut 
described above is qualitatively the same as in the 
previous experiment, the quantitative difference is in the 
greater advancement τ = 45 d [27]. It is unclear is it 
effect of nonstationarity only, or deeper position of Ul 
detector (52 m) in the previous setup configuration. 
Other regional very powerful random dissipative 
source-processes are the earthquakes. Although the 
Baikal Rift is tectonically very active, the earthquakes 
are rare events in the achieved scale of duration of the 
experiment. At last, quite a powerful earthquake (with 
magnitude M = 5.6) occurred on December 22, 2013 
with epicenter at ϕ = 53°.7 N, λ = 91°.4 (890 km from 
our observation site) and with depth of hypocenter 15 
km. 
In the bottom detector signal Ub this event can be 
seen without any processing (Figure 9) as a single for 
the whole year short-term disturbance in the form of the 
characteristic triple burst (advanced – quasi-
synchronous – retarded). The disturbance begins 12 
days before the event, reaches the advanced (left one in 
Figure 9) maximum about 6 days before the event and, 
then, having the quasi-synchronous one (central) reaches 
the retarded one (right) about 14 days after the event, 
and at last completely disappeared 25 days after the 
event. The voltage excursion of with regard to trend 
equals 2.7 mV. For comparison the temperature t as the 
main potential interference is also shown in Figure 9, 
and it is seen that Ub and t are completely unrelated. 
Contrary to Ub, the annual record of Ut is rather 
indented due to the processes in the close active layer 
and above. Nevertheless, near the moment of Ub 
advanced maximum we observe the unprecedented 
sharp irreversible change of Ut. The voltage excursion 
equals 2.7 mV too. Most probably it is some another sort 
of an advanced response, which we can not realize yet. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.  Hourly average values of signals of the top Ut and bottom 
Ub detectors (t is active layer temperature). The vertical line is the 
earthquake moment. 
 
In any event, the signal disturbance in the seabed 
bottom detector Ub is more understandable, practically 
noise-free and the phenomenon picture is in line with 
previous macroscopic nonlocality research. This opens 
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up the prospect of the earthquake forecast on the new 
physical principle, although further confirmation in the 
next events is certainly needed. 
5. Conclusion 
The long-term Baikal Deep Water Experiment on study 
of macroscopic entanglement and related phenomena of 
advanced nonlocal correlations in reverse time is under 
way; the second annual data series has been obtained. 
The experiment includes measurements with three 
nonlocal correlation detectors at the two horizons in the 
Baikal Lake and at the distant land. Nonlocal 
correlations between detector signals and between them 
and large-scale random geophysical source-processes 
are studied. 
The detector signals proved to be nonlocally 
causally connected with approximately symmetric 
retardation and advancement. Both advanced and 
retarded nonlocal correlations correspond to the same 
direction of causality. Therewith time reversal causality 
prevails over usual time respecting one. It is the most 
prominent property of macroscopic entanglement and 
manifestation of quantum principle of weak causality. 
Study of two regional random source-processes: 
hydrological activity in the Baikal Lake upper layer, and 
the earthquake, has revealed advanced detector signal 
responses, which can be used for the practical forecasts. 
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